
BUSINESS PLAN MAIN SECTIONS OF THE OCEAN

The key elements of a business plan are much the same,whether for a large business This section also discusses the
barriers to your entry into the market and.

Include other details such as strategic relationships, administrative issues, intellectual property you may own,
expenses, and the legal structure of your company. Milestones What needs to happen and when? Each member
of management should provide a resume, which may be included in an appendix to the business plan, that
includes unique experience, past record of accomplishment, any industry recognition or community
involvement, how long they have been involved with your company, and their salary. Ask yourself where you
want to be a year from now and can you get there with your existing plan? Market Analysis A good business
plan should be based on a thorough market research which identifies the market potential and the competitive
forces facing a business. Finance Show how capital will be used to get set up and maintain operations initially.
Common inclusions for this step include regulatory and deregulatory policies put forth by the government,
new laws and legislation, and the competitive practices employed by other businesses in your field. Is there
more you could do, such as other opportunities to go after? It only makes sense to write it once you have gone
through the rest of the document and process. Will you rent or buy equipment? What the company stands for
should be clearly articulated by providing its vision and mission statements. Writing the executive summary is
simple. Balance sheet : snapshots how your company is performing at a given moment by including how much
money you have in the bank, how much your customers owe you, and how much you owe your vendors. This
doesn't mean your business plan must be as thick as that of a Fortune company, but it should include the same
elements found in the business plans of business giants such as GM, Apple, and CBS. The executive summary
is much more than a summary; it is your call to action. What types of advertising will you need to do to reach
your target market? Whether the systemized process is implemented on a weekly, monthly, or yearly schedule
is largely unimportant because the overall goal remains the same. Acquiring a new patient is six to seven times
more expensive than retaining a current patient. Ideal patient profile Your ideal patient profile identifies the
type of patient whom you hope to attract and retain. Details of marketing operations are essential and should
emphasise on explaining how the firm plans to endear its products to the potential customers. And find out
how to pitch yourself. Schedule a regular business plan review meeting. The important data provided by an
industry analysis serves to provide an in-depth look into the various opportunities and risks present in the
current and future markets. This section also discusses the barriers to your entry into the market and whether
or not there are regulatory constraints that will impede your entry into the market. Download our free business
startup checklist to think about the next steps. A plan shows how a firm can exploit these opportunities to
realize growth. They need to be clear and reasonable while being exciting from a ROI standpoint. What is a
business plan anyway? Proper layout, branding, and decent printing or bookbinding give your business plan a
professional feel. To illustrate further, a company relies heavily on its employees and their level of
performance and skills. How does my company differ from other businesses in general? Sales forecast :
projections of what you think you will sell in a given timeframe one to three years. In the end, both you and
your clients will reap the rewards. Figure out where your target audience is, and go there. Revisiting and
revising your business plan?


